
Dog Sense: The Extraordinary Life and Times
of Dr. Sneed Collard, Canine Behaviorist
In the realm of animal behavior, the name Dr. Sneed Collard stands as a
beacon of knowledge, innovation, and unwavering dedication to
understanding the enigmatic world of dogs. His groundbreaking work and
profound insights have revolutionized our understanding of canine
psychology, shaping the way we approach dog training, veterinary care,
and the overall well-being of our beloved companions.
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The Early Years: A Passion Ignited

Born into a family of animal lovers, Dr. Collard's fascination with dogs
began at an early age. As a young boy, he spent countless hours observing
and interacting with the family's beloved pets, developing an intuitive
understanding of their behavior and needs. This early passion laid the
foundation for his future path in canine behavior.
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After completing his undergraduate studies in animal science, Dr. Collard
pursued his doctorate in veterinary medicine at the prestigious Cornell
University. During his time there, he immersed himself in the study of
animal behavior, eagerly absorbing the latest research and theories in the
field.

Pioneering Research and Clinical Practice

Upon graduating, Dr. Collard established a private practice specializing in
canine behavior. His unique blend of veterinary knowledge and behavioral
expertise quickly gained recognition, and he soon became a sought-after
expert in the field. Through his clinical work, he encountered a wide range
of canine behavioral issues, from aggression and anxiety to separation
anxiety and destructive behavior.

Dr. Collard's unwavering commitment to understanding the underlying
causes of these behaviors led him to develop innovative assessment and
treatment methods. He believed that every dog, regardless of its breed or
background, had the potential to learn and behave appropriately with the
right approach and training.

The Birth of "Dog Sense"

As Dr. Collard's reputation grew, he became increasingly passionate about
sharing his knowledge and insights with a wider audience. In 2009, he
published his groundbreaking autobiography, "Dog Sense," which quickly
became a bestseller in the field of animal behavior.

In this captivating work, Dr. Collard shares his personal journey as a canine
behaviorist, offering readers an unprecedented glimpse into the fascinating
world of dog psychology. He weaves together scientific research, clinical



anecdotes, and personal stories, creating a tapestry of knowledge that is
both informative and deeply engaging.

Key Principles and Groundbreaking Insights

"Dog Sense" is a treasure trove of practical advice and groundbreaking
insights on canine behavior. Some of Dr. Collard's key principles include:

Behavior is communication: Dogs communicate their needs and
emotions through their behavior. By understanding these signals, we
can better respond to their needs and prevent behavioral problems.

Consistency is key: Dogs thrive on routine and consistency.
Establishing clear boundaries and expectations helps them feel secure
and reduces anxiety.

Positive reinforcement: Rewarding desired behaviors reinforces
them, making them more likely to be repeated in the future.

Patience and understanding: Training and behavior modification
take time and effort. Patience and understanding are essential for
success.

Legacy and Impact

Dr. Sneed Collard's contributions to the field of canine behavior have been
immeasurable. Through his pioneering research, innovative treatment
methods, and bestselling autobiography, he has left a lasting legacy that
continues to shape our understanding of dogs and their behavior.

His work has influenced countless dog owners, trainers, veterinarians, and
animal behaviorists, empowering them with the knowledge and skills to
help dogs live happier, healthier lives. Dr. Collard's legacy will undoubtedly



continue to inspire and guide generations of animal lovers for years to
come.

Dog Sense: The Extraordinary Life and Times of Dr. Sneed Collard, Canine
Behaviorist is a must-read for anyone interested in dogs, animal behavior,
or the human-animal bond. Dr. Collard's unique insights, heartwarming
anecdotes, and practical advice offer a profound understanding of the
canine mind, empowering us to build stronger, more fulfilling relationships
with our beloved companions.

Whether you are a seasoned dog owner or simply curious about the
fascinating world of canine behavior, "Dog Sense" is an invaluable resource
that will enlighten, inspire, and change the way you think about dogs
forever.
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